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Planned Parenthood event creates
controversy
EMILY BIRNBAUM | NEWS EDITOR

NIKKI ANDERSON

Rachel Arens ’18 and Hannah Levy ’18 table for a Planned Parenthood fundraiser in Peirce Dining Hall.

New policy revisits College’s
discrimination guidelines
EVEY WEISBLAT
STAFF WRITER

Deputy Civil Rights/Title IX Coordinator
Linda Smolak proposed a new discriminatory
harassment policy on Jan. 25. The policy intends to present a clearer process for addressing
cases of discriminatory harassment, as well as
create a unified definition of discrimination for
students, faculty and staff.
Unlike in sexual harassment cases, there are
no clear guidelines for instances of discriminatory harassment. Smolak’s policy is designed to
eliminate this disparity. “We do want them to
be uniform across the three handbooks [and]
everybody to be working under the same policy
and same process just like they do for Title IX,”
Smolak said. Title IX is a federal amendment
that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex
in federally funded education programs
“Harassment is harassment under the law
… so this new definition uses that standard for
defining discriminatory harassment,” she said.
Smolak’s proposal guarantees a generalized discriminatory harassment process for all
members of the community, regardless of position. Campus Senate President Ben Douglas ’18
said this update will help create a campus that
feels more equitable.
“It’s not just students that will feel the impact,” Douglas said. “It’s also that our faculty
and staff and students are all being held to the
same standard, which in some ways levels the
playing field. Everyone has the same rules to
follow.”
Smolak wrote the updated policy, which
the Board of Trustees will vote on in April, to
match the format of the College’s Title IX policy. “It’s really going to be virtually identical to
Title IX,” Smolak said.“It’s going to give you
all of those options and all of the protections.”
Smolak aims to make it easier for people with

discrimination concerns to find the right resources by following the template used in Title
IX cases.
Smolak said some faculty members have
suggested changes to the proposed policy.
“They wanted a line in there, which we have
added, to make it clear that this policy doesn’t
interfere with the free exchange of ideas in the
academic enterprise,” Smolak said.
In an email to the Collegian, Robert A.
Oden, Jr. Professor of Biology Joan Slonczewski, who is one of the two faculty members on
Campus Senate, wrote, “The Discriminatory
Harassment policy will be discussed in faculty
meeting on Monday [Feb. 19]. Since the Faculty
has not yet completed its discussion, it would
not be appropriate for me to comment on their
perspective.”
By making it easier for people to reach out
in cases of discriminatory harassment, Smolak
hopes to increase comfort and understanding
about cases of discrimination. “We thought
that people could get the impression that if
you had a Title IX violation to report you got
all these protections and options whereas if
you had discrimination based on race, ethnicity, age, religion, you were not going to get all of
those, “Smolack said. “Here, it’s all laid out in
front of you. You know what’s going to happen
before you start.”
“I’m hoping that people will feel more comfortable [and] more knowledgeable coming to
the civil rights office,” she said. “I’m hoping that
this policy and the discussion about it will bring
more attention to our ability to help out in issues of other forms of discrimination also.”
Smolak said that upholding civil rights is at
the core of this proposal.
“We really wanted to give the same opportunities and supports and protections to everybody for all forms of discrimination,” Smolak
said.

Pro-life students criticized a sorority-sponsored Planned Parenthood
fundraiser and talk this past week. One student vandalized a poster advertising the event and two others hung posters around campus that read “let
God plan parenthood.”
Members of Epsilon Delta Mu (EDM) and Zeta Alpha Phi (Zeta) sold
Planned Parenthood stickers and pins in Peirce Dining Hall this past week.
The fundraiser, which raised over $200, culminated in a Feb. 14 talk about
sexual health by a Planned Parenthood educator. Following the pushback,
a representative from Planned Parenthood asked Campus Safety officers to
attend the event due to concern for the speaker’s safety.
“The event is just about STIs [Sexually Transmitted Infections], consent, general sexual health, birth control,” EDM Women’s page 3
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CORRECTIONS
The Collegian made a mistake in the crossword last week: 32-down was DJS, 33-down was AAA, and
34-down was NVM. We regret the error.
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“What would happen in
that situation is that we would
put everything on the table,
and we would say, ‘What are
the items that impact the academic program the least?’”
Burson said. “If we don’t have
the academic program at the
College, and students aren’t
going to want to come here,
then we have an issue.”
President Sean Decatur
said that part of the reason
why the College’s operating budget wouldn’t suffer
as much as some other institutions’ is that Kenyon is
so tuition-dependent. What
concerns him more is how a
potential crash might affect
families, which may impact
the College’s financial aid
budget. If a student’s family
situation changes, the financial aid package may change
as well.
“What goes down eventually goes back up,” Decatur
said. “What I think is a bigger worry for us is that, when
market returns take a serious
hit and are declining, that’s
impacting the larger economy, it’s impacting the financial situation of many of our
families.”
Burson said that there
could be a downturn in the
market in the next few years,
but that those are not always
a bad thing, and the College
could take advantage of the
correction.
“I am a little worried in the
short term about a correction especially because of the
length of the recovery we’ve
had in the last ten years,”
Burson said. “But on the f lip
side, those are great buying
opportunities.”
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AVI considers changes
BILL GARDNER
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Eva Warren ’19 sent an
email to the student body two
weeks ago about a meeting
with AVI and College officials
in which she laid out a series
of changes that were coming
to AVI’s menu.
However, Fred Linger,
manager of business services,
and Chris Wisbey, resident director of AVI, who attended
the meeting, said that these
changes would take time, and
said they would have to consult the Housing and Dining
Committee first. Warren declined to comment for this article.
Linger said that he was
unaware that Warren would
be bringing a survey to the
meeting, which she sent via
Student-Info email a few days
before. He said that AVI usually doesn’t talk about dining
option changes without the
Housing and Dining Committee, who weren’t consulted on
this occasion.
“We did not know a survey
was coming to that meeting.
We had no idea that was happening,” Linger said. “And it’s
unfortunate because I would
never do a survey without either Housing and Dining and/
or AVI being involved. That’s

the way a survey ought to be
done.”
Warren declined to comment after meeting with Vice
President of Student Affairs
Meredith Bonham ’92 on
Wednesday.
Some of the suggestions
to which Wisbey and Linger
agreed were that vegetables
will be cooked in ways other
than steaming, and that AVI
“will begin researching past
Hearth recipes and look into
incorporating those back into
the menu cycle,” according to
Warren’s email.
Linger and Wisbey said
they are looking into these
changes, but they may not
happen right away, as the
email suggests. “Some of this
takes time. And also, there’s
a larger student body component to be considered,” Linger
said.
Wisbey said that some of
Warren’s suggestions will soon
be implemented. For example,
Peirce Dining Hall served
panko eggs on Wednesday,
and they will begin to dice the
chicken at the deli bar, both of
which Warren said AVI would
do in her email. However,
both Linger and Wisbey said
they would like to consult the
Housing and Dining Committee before making significant
changes.

Flu hits AVI workers
BILL GARDNER
SENIOR NEWS EDITOR

Over the weekend, AVI
closed Peirce Pub because too
many workers called in sick
with bronchitis or the flu.
Chris Wisbey, resident director of AVI, said 16 people
called off work one day last
week due to illness — which
is almost half of the staff. He
said that this forced some
workers to come in on their
day off. Wisbey said this is
why AVI decided to close
Peirce Pub this past weekend.

“At the end of the day you
have to ask, do we just stop
and let people get healthy?
And that’s what we did,” he
said.
The AVI staff continues to
feel the effects of a particularly rough flu season. According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention,
37 people have died from the
flu this year a higher number
than usual.
“I have four dining rooms
I have to clean. It’s just me by
myself,” Abigail Sapp, an AVI
employee, said on Wednesday.
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Staff learns Students hang pro-life posters around campus
about pronoun usage
Continued from Page 1

NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

After staff members approached the Office of Civil
Rights seeking more information
about the correct use of gender
pronouns, the office organized a
presentation for staff and administrators to learn more about the
topic.
On Jan. 25, Aaron Eckhardt,
interim executive director of
Buckeye Region Anti-Violence
Organization (BRAVO), gave a
presentation to administrators
and staff of the College on LGBTQ+ identities and gender pronouns. The presentation was held
in the Kenyon Athletic Center
(KAC) theater. Similar presentations were given to Community
Advisors, Sexual Misconduct Advisors and Peer Counselors earlier
that day.
BRAVO works to address violence and discrimination from
within and outside of the LGBTQ+
community, according to the mission statement listed on their website. Eckhardt was named Interim
Executive Director of BRAVO just
weeks before on Jan. 11.
Meredith Harper Bonham ’92,
vice president for student affairs,
was one of a number of administrators and staff who attended the
talk. The Office of Civil Rights requested that a director or representative from every department
attend. Bonham estimated that
the theater, which seats 120, was
mostly full.
“As an attendee, I can attest
that [BRAVO’s] presentation was
extremely informative and helpful
as we seek to become a more inclusive community for all,” Bonham said.
Over the summer, several staff
members reached out to Civil
Rights/Title IX Coordinator Samantha Hughes and Deputy Civil
Rights/Title IX Coordinator and
Professor Emerita of Psychology
Linda Smolak seeking more information about identity and gender
pronouns, according to Hughes.
Some staff had noticed more students clarifying their preferred
pronouns in their interactions and
wanted to avoid offending anyone.
The talk consisted of a slideshow presentation that included
basic definition and language issues.
Hughes hopes to bring BRAVO
back to campus to do more training sometime in the upcoming
fall semester. She does not have a
specific date in mind, but says it
is on the radar. She would like to
eventually host BRAVO again for
a presentation open to the whole
community.

Outreach Chair Rachel Arens ’18
said. “We were never planning on
talking about abortion. That was
never advertised.”
Arens found the vandalized poster in a Peirce trash can on Saturday
morning. A student had written “and
the 8,015,000 babies murdered since
the 1970s” on the poster.
As of Feb. 15, numberofabortions.com, a pro-life website dedicated to counting the number of
abortions performed worldwide, reported that Planned Parenthood has
performed 8,018,486 abortions since
Roe v. Wade, the landmark 1973
court case that affirmed the legality
of abortions. This number is based
on an analysis of Parent Parenthood
annual reports since the 1970s, according to the website.
Nicole Evans, the Chief Marketing and Communications Officer
of Planned Parenthood of Greater
Ohio, said she did not know the exact number of abortions Planned
Parenthood has performed since Roe
v. Wade.
“There’s no need to respond to
someone’s hate and vandalism,”
Evans said. “Planned Parenthood
stands by ensuring that women, men
and young people have access to reproductive health care and health

education, which includes the right
to safe, legal abortion.”
The male sophomore student
who vandalized the poster said he
did so out of anger and frustration.
(He agreed to speak to the Collegian
under the condition that he only be
identified by his gender and class
year.) Shortly after he wrote it on Saturday night, he said he regretted it;
minutes later, he ripped his writing
off of the poster and threw this section in the trash. Neither Arens nor
the student know who threw away
the entire poster.
“I felt so bad that I turned back
around and tore what I had written
out so that nobody would see it and
threw that part away,” the student
said in an interview with the Collegian. “I made sure the poster was still
hanging when I left.”
While he regrets the way he expressed himself, he stands by the sentiment. “You can’t make a logically
consistent argument about human
rights without talking about infant
rights,” he said. He said he feels the
dialogue about abortion at Kenyon is
significantly one-sided.
When Arens found the vandalized poster, she sent out an email to
the campus. “Planned Parenthood
does much more than perform abortions,” she wrote in the Feb. 11 message. “It provides cancer screenings,
STI testing, family planning and sex-

ual education for all. STI screening
and treatment makes up 42 percent
of the services Planned Parenthood
provides, with abortions being only
3 percent.”
The anonymous student criticized this perspective. “If they don’t
want to engage with the abortion aspect of Planned Parenthood, that’s
when I say that you’re being willfully
ignorant,” the student said. “They do
perform abortions.”
Phu Duong ’21 and Sam Turecki
’21 put up the “Let God plan parenthood” posters on Saturday night,
unaware that someone had written
on the EDM-Zeta poster. Duong
and Turecki said they spent all night
hanging up the posters — more than
50 total — only to have other students immediately take them down.
“We wanted to spark a conversation on campus, but the conversation
wasn’t able to happen because they
were torn down so quickly,” Duong
said.
Duong and Turecki put the
posters around Farr Hall, Olin and
Chalmers Libraries, Gund Commons and Peirce Dining Hall.
Though they tried to replace the
posters when students took them
down, Duong and Turecki found it
was an impossible feat. Within ten
hours, all of the posters were gone.
“We ran around for hours,” Duong said. “Just to see everything go to

waste and the campus not even see it
was so disappointing.”
Gabriella Must ’20, Paola Liendo
’20 and Kara Morrison ’20 tore down
four of the posters in Gund Commons around 11:15 p.m. on Saturday
night.
“We were immediately enraged,”
Must said. “It’s not even that Planned
Parenthood provides other services.
We all know the stats. We don’t need
to justify it. Abortion, on demand,
without apology.”
Later that evening, when Liendo,
Must and Morrison passed through
Gund Commons again, they saw
more posters hanging on the wall.
“We passed back through an
hour later and they had doubled
how many posters they’d had,” Liendo said. “There were 8-10, waiting
there.”
Abigail Saltzman ’20, who is the
president of EDM and planned the
event, said she was struck by the anonymity of both responses.
“I think it’s so interesting because we’ve had all this talk about
discourse and what’s the right way
to talk about issues and controversial
opinions,” Saltzman said. “The thing
that struck me most about all of this
was that whoever vandalized the
poster, whoever put up the posters afterwards, none of them were signing
their name to it. None of them wanted to have a conversation about it.”

Panel discusses sexual health, consent, resources
HELENA WINTERBOTTOM
STAFF WRITER

The College held a panel to address issues
of sexual health and education on Feb. 12. This
event, which attracted an audience of approximately 35, was the first of its kind at Kenyon.
The panelists said it was organized in order to
promote sex-positivity and healthy mindsets
regarding sex on campus. Sarah Kazzaz ’18 proposed the idea for the panel after developing
ideas on the topic of sexual health, which she addressed in a sociology project last semester.
The panel lasted an hour and included an
anonymous Q&A session during which audience members wrote down their questions on
note cards and passed them to the panelists. Kazzaz said she was inspired by the recent media
attention on sexual health spurred by the Harvey Weinstein scandal. She acted as a moderator.
The panel was advertised as an opportunity
to learn about how students can constructively
think about sex and become aware of the resources that are available to them through the
Health and Counseling Center and Title IX Office. The panelists included President Sean Decatur; Civil Rights/Title IX Coordinator Sam
Hughes; Director of Health and Counseling
Chris Smith; counselor and advisor for the Sexual Misconduct Advisors (SMA) Nikki Keller;
Karen Scott, Kenyon Professional Fellow and
OB/GYN; Austin Johnson, an assistant professor of sociology who researches issues of gender
and medical sociology; and Kay Burrows ’18, a
senior at Kenyon and representative for specialized birth control research.
Kazzaz first asked the panelists to define
“consent” and “positive sexual experiences.” Decatur, after commenting that the question was
“historic,” emphasized that students’ attitudes

SHANE CANFIELD

The panelists emphasized taking an open, non-judgmental attitude toward sex.

toward sex have evolved greatly over time. Decatur said that a shared connection leads to positive sexual experiences.
Johnson said that sexual culture can be driven by scripts that lead to awkwardness when one
person participating in a sexual act does not follow the other person’s script, and vice versa. He
also said that generally, the toxic, gendered nature of the expectations established for men and
women alike in sex can lead to negative sexual
experiences.
Keller and Scott then discussed Kenyon’s
sexual health accommodations on campus and
how the College is trying to cultivate more resources. These include resources for abuse survivors and LGBTQ+ members of the Kenyon
community.
The panel emphasized the importance of taking a sex-positive approach when discussing sex.

Panelists offered definitions of consent throughout the event, including that consent “must be
retractable,” and should “include thoughtful
consideration that honors an ongoing respect for
developing boundaries.”
During the Q&A, Talia Light Rake ’20 asked
the panelists how the College could institute ongoing education on sexual health for students
that surpasses the typical “Think About It”
course required of first years. Henry Sun ’20 was
curious how the Title IX office could improve
their current practices and demand that survivors of on-campus assault who are unable to
gain justice can be better served by the College
in the future.
After the panel, Burrows voiced her appreciation for the panel and her personal opinion
on how important it is that sexual education be
taught to people “again and again.”
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Global Kenyon: Merkel proposes coalition with Social Dems
MATT MANDEL
ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR

German Chancellor Angela Merkel announced a new “painful” coalition on Feb.
7, which makes Germany’s far-right populist party her main opposition. Merkel,
leader of the Christian Democrats (CDU/
CSU), proposed the formation of a grand
coalition with the Social Democrats (SDP)
after failing to contract with the Free Democratic Party (FDP) and Green Party.
Merkel’s only option was to work with
the FDP and the Greens, known as the “Jamaica” coalition (the colors of the three
parties together mirror those of the Jamaican flag) after the German election
on Sept. 24, in which centrist parties had
their “worst showing” in the post-war era,
according to Professor of Political Science
Pamela Camerra-Rowe.
“This is the first time that a far-right nationalist party has gotten into the Bundestag in the post-war period since the
Nazis,” Camerra-Rowe, an expert on European politics, said.
“I must say I was relieved to see that they
only received 13 percent of the vote...because of the effects of right-wing populism
all over the world at the moment,” Associate Professor of German Paul Gebhardt, a
native German who votes with the Green
Party, said. “It’s not only a German problem, it’s even more so in France and the
Netherlands.”

Although the Green Party made many
concessions during negotiations, FDP leader Christian Lindner ultimately “decided
that he wasn’t going to play ball,” according
to Camerra-Rowe, who called the move a
“mistake” on Lindner’s part.
German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier, a Social Democrat, declined to hold
new elections and convinced his party to
come back to the table, creating an opportunity for Merkel to strike a deal. If the
Social Democrats accept the terms of the
grand coalition by early March, a government will be formed.
An anti-Eurozone, anti-immigrant and
nationalist party with links to far-right
extremist groups like Patriotic Europeans
Against the Islamisation of the West movement (PEGIDA), the Alternative for Germany (AfD) now has the opportunity to
hold a national platform as the third largest and major opposition party, if the grand
coalition between the CDU/CSU and SDP
is finalized.
Economist Bernd Lucke founded the
AfD in 2013, breaking off from the Christian Democrats in reaction to Greece’s Debt
Crisis. He argued that Germany should exit
the Eurozone and end support for countries
who were in deficit. Since then, Lucke has
left the party, which currently has strong
support in regions like Saxony in eastern
Germany. Many fear that the party could
eclipse the Social Democrats.
“The first thing that sparked the anti-

Euro movement that made the foundation
of the AfD possible [was] the repeated bailout of Greece that Germany committed to
help with billions of euros ... I would say
that was a very strong factor because of
course the German taxpayer had to foot
that bill. That was definitely when we started talking about the AfD,” Gebhardt said.
Many believe that the German establishment parties have failed to address the
needs and concerns of German citizens.
In fact, a post-election survey found that
“about 60 percent of AfD voters said that
they voted for the AfD as a protest vote
against the establishment parties,” according to Camerra-Rowe.
In addition, Merkel accepted “over a
million migrants” in her previous term according to Camerra-Rowe. This decision,
which received criticism from her own party, became an influential part of the AfD’s
platform. “It’s only within the last 20 years
that Germans have begun to think of themselves as a country of immigration,” Associate Professor of German Leo W. Riegert
said.
“It was next to impossible to become a
German citizen until fairly recently without being descended from a German ... I
think in the United States we are more accustomed to seeing people of other ethnicities and thinking of them as being American,” Riegert said.
The AfD can use its opposition platform
to gain more support across Germany, but

ON THE RECORD

it could mean the end of Merkel’s tenure as
Chancellor and a changed Germany.
“There is no guarantee that this coalition
will last a full term,” a Feb. 7 New York Times
article says. If it fails, there will either be an
attempt at a minority government, or a call
for a snap election where “the extremes will
benefit — both inside and outside the main
parties.”
Gebhardt is optimistic that “the course
could be reversed” if Germans can see the
integration of refugees into German culture
in a positive light.
Many like Gebhardt have faith in the
conscience of post-war Germany. CamerraRowe is “cautiously optimistic” that there
will be a grand coalition between the CDU/
CSU and the SPD, as “there is a national
consciousness in Germany that you don’t
find in every other country where...they are
very concerned about political and economic stability … There are enough people who
say ‘we need to put the interests of the country ahead of the interests of the party.’”
“It’s hard to judge, because we don’t
know how the AfD is going to act in government … There is always going to be some
support for them, but I think that a grand
coalition that can address some of these issues regarding labor policy and aid to families with childrenwould be positive accomplishments that also might bring back some
of the protest voters … I don’t see the AfD
growing into a major political force,” Camerra-Rowe said.

CHRIS SMITH

DIRECTOR OF COX HEALTH AND COUNSELING CENTER
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS ASSISTANT

we currently do and figure out a plan on
how to go forward.

Beginning this year, the Health and
Counseling services have been combined to be one center, which is now
overseen by one director. What have
you been doing to help promote the
new one-center philosophy on campus?

Two problems that are associated
with the Health and Counseling Center include the fact that there are not
enough counselors and that the Center is not open on the weekends. Are
there any efforts underway to relieve
the heavy workloads that counselors
take on?

I am a public health guy and traditionally, public health, counseling and
health focus on evidence-based models, or evidence-based best practices. In
my first few months here, I tried to find
the best evidence-based model that we
could use in this center that allowed us
to stay true to who we are but also give
us an opportunity to grow and improve.
That model came from the federal government, an agency called the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ). They have something called a
“patient-centered medical home.” What
we are going to create here is a studentcentered medical home. The five elements that make up a student-centered
medical home are, number one, it is
student-centered; two, it is accessible;
three, it is comprehensive; four, it is coordinated — so there is coordination for
care for things we cannot do; five, there
is a commitment to quality. So by having
those five elements, it allows us to truly
put that measurement up against what

I have heard that, but from our data,
that is not actually a problem. We have a
staff of six, and using our current scheduling models, we can usually get students in generally around one week, but
at the very latest two weeks. One of our
scheduling models that we started this
semester — we use what we call an intake hour, so amongst our six staff, we
have a rotating hour of availability where
a student who is in crisis can be seen by
one of our staff on any given day. For us,
we feel like that is helping us to meet the
need. The fact is mental health issues are
growing exponentially on college campuses, so as many staff as we throw at it,
we will have just as many students to fill
that. So if we add two more staff, three
more staff, four more staff, guaranteed,
they would be booked through as well
and we would probably still be within
that hour time frame.
When it comes to the after-hours care,

that is another issue that I was brought
into when I first started here. Once again,
we are not a level-one trauma center. For
us, to ensure that we protect our staff and
give the best service, our motto and model
are that we operate Monday through Friday, 8:30 to 5. That being said, we do have
things like ProtoCall which is operated
through Campus Safety to give after-hours
and weekend support to students who are
in mental health crisis. We have counselors and nurse practitioners on call.
In an interview on the Kenyon website from Nov. 8, you said, “I’m of the
holistic approach of promoting abstinence, but where there’s not abstinence,
educate people to be faithful, to be tested
regularly, and also to use condoms consistently and correctly.” What does this
exactly entail? How do you hope to bring
the ethos of “promoting abstinence” to
campus?
The entire quote is one thing; the part
that people are referring to is something
totally out of context. We support students, and that is myself included, in
making whatever choice they have about
their health behaviors, about their life
values — that is including sex. I have no
say on whether students have sex or not.
That is not important to me. But for those
who choose to have sex and for those who
choose not to have sex, we want to make

COURTESY OF CHRIS SMITH

sure that we are promoting health. As a former CDC [Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention] employee, there is an age-old
principle called the ‘ABCs.’ The A is abstinence, that is a choice that people have
— to have sex or to not to have sex — and
that is the only proven strategy to ensure
that STDs are not transmitted. That is not a
personal belief, it is just a fact. But then for
those who choose to engage in sexual activity, the B comes into play. Be educated, be
tested and be monogamous or faithful. The
last one is C, condom use, and that is condom use consistently and correctly. For me,
I am not about promoting just abstinence;
I think that does a disservice to the entire
campus community.
This interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
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From one hill to another: Mansfield a hub for winter sports
Students hit the slopes at Snow Trails, a nearby ski resort, and take a much needed break.
JACK CHESTON
STAFF WRITER

Copious snowfall so far this
winter and recent improvements to Snow Trails’ snowKenyon students did not making equipment promise a
come to Ohio for the great long and exciting season.
Alanta Budrys ’21 went
skiing — any hill in the area
on
a trip to Snow Trails last
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weekend
with the Outdoors
accustomed to mountains.
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Answer
In which sport did the United
States win its first Olympic gold Slopestyle Snowboarding
this year?

COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND ARCHIVES

An ad for Snow Trails appeared in the sports section of a Dec. 5, 1968 issue of the Collegian. The ski
resort, located in Mansfield, remains one of the few existing opportunities for downhill skiing in Ohio.

there is a run that has some
moguls.
“[The mountain] was much
smaller than others that I’ve
been to,” Budrys said, “but the
snow conditions were surprisingly good. The few runs that
I went on were really fun.”
Those who do not want
to ski or snowboard you can
try snow-tubing, which Snow
Trails offers as well. On specific weekends, the resort extends neon glowing arches
over their snow-tubing trails
and opens for a night of “Glow

Tubing.” Offered five times
this season (and once more,
for the last time this year, on
the weekend of March 2), the
event is popular for all ages.
The resort stays open until 2
a.m. on these weekends.
The resort’s spacious and
rustic ski lodge is home to
two restaurants and bars. Or
you can hit Chipotle on the
ride back, like Budrys and the
Outdoors Club did last Friday.
“That was definitely a highlight of the trip,” she said.
Snow Trails is within rea-

sonable driving distance of
campus, so students with vehicles can drive groups there
for a day trip. And if you anticipate going more than once
in a season, the Mount Vernon Ski club offers heavily
discounted ski passes.
Noelle O’Neil ’21, who
also went on the Outdoors
Club trip last weekend, was
pleasantly surprised by Snow
Trails. “I didn’t expect to have
so much fun skiing in Ohio,”
she said. “I’d definitely go
again.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

21

18

22

15

Jacob Hopkins ’18

Nathan Grosh ’19

Charlie Gnagy ’20

Kate Regan-Loomis ’21

Figure skating pair

Slopestyle

Figure skating

Figure skating

Who is the Greek counterpart to
the Roman god Cupid?

Eros

Eros

Aphrodite

Eros

Eros

Mardi gras translates to what in
English?

Fat Tuesday

Fat Tuesday

Festival beads

Fat Tuesday

Maybe something luck
related

The score of the game “Journey” will
be performed on Friday in Rosse by its
composer with which chamber group?

Fifth House Ensemble

Cleveland symphony

Bon Jovi

Journey to the West

The email was yellow

Weekly Scores

2

1

2

1
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Kenyon’s Oddest Jobs

JUSTIN SUN | FEATURES EDITOR
ILLUSTRATIONS BY AMELIA MOTT

Who are the people that keep
Kenyon running behind the scenes?

Collecting Peirce Dishes from Dorms
Harper Beeland ’20

Beeland got his current job in September of 2016 when he saw an opening posted to Symplicity, the online campus career
manager, that said the first person to apply would get the job. He’s had the job ever since. As the job posting might suggest, Beeland said his work isn’t complicated. It usually takes him about an hour and a half to complete his route, picking up dishes left in
collection bins in the dorms. He drives around campus and listens to music in between stops. But he must be prepared for heavy
loads, especially during finals week.
“There’s this interesting relationship between how much food people will take back to their dorms and sit in isolation with and
how much work they have,” he said.
Last year, Beeland found that residents in Leonard Residence Hall had a habit of stacking their Peirce cups in the collection
bins. The cups would turn into towers by the time he got around to collecting them.
Beeland doesn’t interact with many people while collecting dishes. In fact, just this past week, a year and a half after he started
his job, he had his first interaction with another student while collecting dishes when she walked up to him and handed him her
bowl. “She was like, ‘Can I give you this?’ and I said, ‘Yeah, thanks.’”

Modeling for Figure Drawing
Julia Cullen ’21

Cullen has two pieces of advice for anyone interested in her line of work: Don’t do
poses that will be difficult to hold, and have some fun with it. “It’s a really meditative
experience,” she said.
The last time she posed, the experience was so meditative that she fell asleep. She was
sick with mono and told Associate Professor of Art Read Baldwin about it, so he let her
do a pose lying down. She spread out a robe on the stage to make it warm and lay down
on top of it. After an hour and twenty minutes, someone woke her up to tell her they
were done drawing. Napping while modeling isn’t too common as far as Cullen knows,
but it does occasionally happen.
“[Professor Baldwin] told me that someone [else] fell asleep while they were posing
and they were snoring during it,” she said.

Prepping Materials for Biology Labs

Biology Materials and Laboratory Technical Director Darcy Blankenhorn
The key to Blankenhorn’s job is flexibility. A handful of her responsibilities include managing the greenhouse, inspecting
laboratories for safety and maintaining the biology department’s chemical database. Blankenhorn has a degree in microbiology
from The Ohio State University. One of her most common tasks, preparing petri dishes for biology labs, requires her to pour
up to 600 plates of a nutrition-rich medium used for the growth of bacteria in one day. For a specific lab in which students swab
their throats, Blankenhorn uses a special medium for the growth of streptococcus bacteria. “We have been known to see strep
throat in people who didn’t even know they had it,” she said.
Recently, Blankenhorn accidentally unleashed a couple hundred fiddler crabs into the biology stockroom. She was opening
the Styrofoam cooler in which they were stored when the crabs, which were more energetic than usual, caught her by surprise
and burst out of their container. “They shot out like a fountain, all 200 of them,” she said. She scrambled to get them all back
into the cooler but suspects she missed a few. “I’m relatively convinced that there will probably be some bodies of fiddler crabs
under there if those shelves ever get moved,” she said.

Leading Kenyon Ghost Tours
Professor of Humanities Tim Shutt

For Shutt, a tour of ghost stories on Kenyon’s campus is both a lecture and performance. “There is an intrinsic
fascination with ghosts and life after death, but really it’s just a show,” he said. “It’s a lecture as entertainment.” In
this sense, his lecturing skills as a professor of humanities serve him well. Beyond that, all that’s really required,
according to him, is a good knowledge of the stories.
Shutt has given close to 100 ghost tours of Kenyon’s campus over several decades, but he has done so reluctantly. He has grown uncomfortable with capitalizing on tragic events in Kenyon’s history. On one of his tours, three
of his audience members personally knew the student whose death had led to the ghost stories that Shutt was telling. They confronted him about it afterward. “They didn’t like the fact that the guy’s death was being exploited,
which I didn’t particularly like either,” he said. “I tried to quit right then and there and never do it again, but the
demand was too great.”

Cleaning the Peirce Seal
Custodian Allison Messer

Messer’s job requires her to be comfortable with late hours — her shift starts at midnight and she usually starts cleaning the Peirce seal at 4 a.m. She also has to be meticulous. On a good day, cleaning the
seal can take an hour. On a bad day, it can take two. Messer starts the job with a vacuum to suck up all the
debris caught in the cracks of the seal, then moves on to wiping it down with a wet rag. Next comes polish, and then a final touch with another towel, this time dry, to remove smear marks. To pass the time, she
likes to plug in her headphones and listen to country music. Because of the continuous onslaught of snow
and salt from students’ feet right now, she isn’t cleaning the seal, but this spring break she restart her
maintenace. She will be greeted by a bedraggled seal, but she is up to the task.
“I don’t mind doing it,” she said. “It makes me upset when someone steps on it and there’s a footprint
after all the hard work I do.”
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Classical ensemble provides adaptive live score for video game
PlayStation game “Journey” will be played with accompaniment by Fifth House Ensemble.
DAN NOLAN
ARTS EDITOR

ney” as the ensemble scores it.
Dan Visconti, the composer
At the outset of the 2012 of the ensemble, wrote this vervideo game “Journey,” play- sion of Journey LIVE’s Gramers find themselves alone at my-nominated soundtrack to
the base of a hill in the desert. allow the performers to adjust
Music slowly crescendos until what they’re playing so that it
they reach the peak.
fits what the game player is doThe game’s soundtrack, ing on the screen behind them.
originally composed by AusBecause no two playtin Wintory, is designed to throughs of “Journey” are ever
adapt and
the
same,
adjust
to
each
perplayers’ acAs a player you formance
tions as they
Journey
can’t ever look of
advance
LIVE changes
away from what’s gothrough
based on the
the game, ing on, and you have to
decisions the
and it is on know not just when to
game player
this musi- make those changes,
makes.
cal concept but also how to make
Fifth
that
Fifth
House
EnHouse En- those changes sound
semble’s missemble has fluid.
sion is to exbased
its
pand
how
interactive
people
see
Melissa Snoza
live perforclassical mumance
of
sic; Journey
the game, Journey LIVE.
LIVE is their first time perFifth House Ensemble will forming a soundtrack to a vidbring Journey LIVE to Kenyon, eo game. Melissa Snoza, the exon Friday, Feb. 16 in Rosse ecutive director, founder and
Hall. The 11-piece ensemble f lute player for the ensemble,
will perform with a designated had to adjust to the challenges
game player, who plays “Jour- that this new type of playing

“

COURTESY OF FIFTH HOUSE ENSEMBLE

Fifth House Ensemble is a chamber group that challenges traditional expectations of classical music.

brought up. In order for the
ensemble to know when to adjust to the player’s actions, the
conductor uses hand signals.
“As a player you can’t ever
look away from what’s going on, and you have to know
not just when to make those
changes, but also how to make
those changes sound f luid,”
she said.
If the transitions go per-

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

fectly, the score will sound like
the ensemble is just playing
straight through without adjusting. “When we do it right,
nobody knows that it’s terrifying,” Snoza said.
For Snoza, Journey LIVE is
a way for video game fans to
become interested in classical
music and for classical music fans to begin seeing video
games as art.

While Snoza was initially turned off by the idea of
performing a video game
soundtrack, “Journey” quickly
became more than just a game
for her.
“It’s truly a journey, an experience through life, a story,”
she said. “It teaches you things
like self lessness and generosity. It’s a game that makes you
feel.”
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Boyer and Horton draw upon life histories in their new works

Great Lakes College Association “New Writers Award” winners will read selections of prose.
KATHERINE FRANCO
STAFF WRITER

Although writing in different genres, authors Charles Boyer and Randall Horton are
both familiar with the challenge of translating
lived experience into language.
The Kenyon Review and the Department
of English will welcome the two Great Lakes
College Association (GLCA) award winners
on Monday, Feb. 19. Horton will read from his
work, Hook: A Memoir, and Boyer will read
excerpts from his novel, History’s Child.
“I started writing in prison, actually, if I’m
going to go back that far,” Horton said. Before
writing fiction and poetry, Horton wrote essays for a program in which he participated
while incarcerated.
“We would have to write essays on things
that we thought had led to incarceration … so
the journey came out of that, being able to express what was going on inside me that I had
never done before, even though I had been to
college,” he said.
Randall Horton is a poet, memoirist and
an associate professor of English at the University of New Haven in Connecticut. His
memoir Hook: A Memoir (2015) is the winner
of the GLCA New Writers Award for Creative
Nonfiction. Horton’s previous work includes
poetry collections The Definition of Place
(2006), The Lingua Franca of Ninth Street
(2009) and Pitch Dark Anarchy (2013). He is
the recipient of the Gwendolyn Brooks Poetry
Award, the Bea Gonzalez Poetry Award and a
National Endowment of the Arts Fellowship
in Literature.
Horton constantly finds himself “flipping

language sometimes for the sake of itself.” In
other words, Horton looks to manipulate language to suit his own narrative, which has not
historically been the dominant one. He describes this practice as “essential” for a writer
from the African American vernacular tradition.
“This is the only language I have, and so for
me, it’s always to play with that language, to
flip the narrative in terms of the fragmented,”
Horton said.
While Boyer’s GLCA-winning book is a
fictional work of literature, he nevertheless
found himself concerned with the facts of
history and daily life throughout the writing
process.
Set in post-World War II Poland, History’s Child follows the life of teenager Tadek
Gradinski. It’s inspired by Boyer’s father-inlaw’s coming of age during the Stalin Era. Boyer’s father-in-law began running messages for
Stalin anti-resistance fighters and was eventually sent to the gulag along with his parents.
“He had way too exciting a life,” Boyer said.
Boyer sat down with his father-in-law to
discuss the experiences that shaped those of
History’s Child’s protagonist. While difficult
to follow in translation, Boyer was inspired by
his father’s struggles. “Knowing everything
he’d been through and still seeing how he survived and how he really seemed to triumph
[inspired me],” he said. Boyer’s father-in-law
shared that he was tortured for three days at
the age of 17 by the NKVD — the interior
ministry of the Soviet Union — but he did not
break.
Boyer is a fiction writer, poet and professor

COURTESY OF RANDALL HORTON AND CHARLES BOYER

Randall Horton (left) is a poet and memoirist, and Charles Boyer (right) is a fiction
writer and poet. They are both recipients of the 2017 GLCA “New Writers Award.”

at the Montserrat College of Art in Massachusetts. Boyer’s novel History’s Child (2016) won
the GLCA 2017 New Writers’ Award for the
Novel, along with the 2014 Associated Writers
and Writing Programs Award for the Novel.
The Larcom Review, the Atlanta Review and
Livingston Press have all published Boyer’s
work. He is the recipient of a grant from the
Wisconsin Arts Board and a fellowship from
the New Hampshire State Council on the
Arts.
While his father-in-law’s narrative cer-

tainly influenced History’s Child, Boyer makes
it clear that his father-in-law’s life simply provided the structure for the novel. “It was good
to know certain things and have the outline
there for me in certain ways, but not to know
too much so I didn’t feel I was really writing a
disguised biography. It’s very much a work of
fiction,” he said.
Charles Boyer and Randall Horton will
read selected works in the Cheever Room of
Finn House on Monday, Feb. 19, at 7 p.m.

Competition winners featured with Knox County Orchestra
ZACK EYDENBERG
STAFF WRITER

A group of students, faculty, staff
and residents of Knox County played
everything from Mozart to marauders’ music Saturday in Rosse Hall. The
Knox County Symphony Orchestra (KCS), conducted by Professor of
Music Benjamin Locke, performed
its winter concert and showcased this
year’s winners of the Young Musicians Competition.
Each year, two Kenyon students
and two local high school students
chosen by KCS judges win the opportunity to solo alongside the orchestra.
This year’s winners from Kenyon are
Leah Dunbar ’20 (first place) and Jim
Finley ’21 (second place). Isaac Che,
who is home schooled, won first place
and Daniel Pastor, a student at Mount
Vernon High School, won second
place in the high school category.
Isaac Che, a pianist originally from
Pennsylvania, began preparing his
audition as soon as he arrived in Knox
County. “I actually just moved here
[last] February,” he said, “and I had
just started with my new teacher, and
she mentioned the competition to me.
I spent about four months preparing.”
Che performed the “Allegro” movement from Mozart’s “Piano Concerto
No. 23 in A Major,” the oldest piece in
the concert by over 100 years.
Pastor, also a pianist, chose a more
recent work for this competition. “A
few months before the competition,

COURTESY OF SKIP TRASK

Jim Finley ’21 played “Rapsodie” by Ernest Bloch on viola during his performance on Saturday night.

[Adjunct Instructor of Piano Janet
Thompson-Edge] found this guy
playing this really cool song with an
orchestra, and she asked me if I could
find the music for it,” he said. (Pastor
is Thompson-Edge’s student.) “I ended up finding the composer’s email,
and he sent me the original sheet music. It wasn’t published yet.” Pastor had
found contemporary jazz composer
Brent Edstrom’s “Finale for Piano and

Orchestra.” Pastor is also a regular
member of the Knox County Symphony, in which he plays the violin.
Dunbar, general percussionist for
KCS as well as Kenyon’s Symphonic
Wind Ensemble and Percussion Ensemble, had the opportunity to play
her primary instrument: the marimba. Dunbar said she appreciates
the musicality of the marimba, and
said that the instrument bridged and

intersected her interests in piano and
percussion.
Finding an appropriate piece for
this unique instrument was its own
challenge. “The marimba’s not a super
popular instrument,” Dunbar said.
“But I found this piece and I just really
enjoyed listening to it and I thought it
would be fun to play.” She performed
Movement III of “Sugaria,” French
composer Eric Sammut’s showcase

for the central-African instrument.
Knox County Symphony, while
affiliated with and reliant on Kenyon,
is an independent community organization. “Many students [and faculty] from Kenyon are involved,” said
Affiliated Scholar in Music and President of KCS Magic McBride, “so a lot
of people think of it as a Kenyon institution, but it’s really much broader
than that. There are high school students and people from the Nazarene
University, so it’s really a community
orchestra.”
Two of KCS’s four annual concerts
are held at Kenyon, and two others are
held at Mount Vernon Nazarene University and Ariel Foundation Park.
The group also rehearses on Kenyon’s
campus for two hours a week.
The concert was composed of
the four chosen solos, as well as two
intermezzos, or transitional pieces,
and one work each from The Pirates
of Penzance and Pirates of the Caribbean.
“I like pirates,” Locke said with
a shrug and a laugh. “I mean, this
concert’s always a challenge, because
there’s such a diversity of the winners’
[pieces]. The style is so piecemeal, it
sort of needs a unifying element.” He
has conducted the group since 1984.
Finley described his post-concert
mood as a “big relief. I’ve been playing this piece for about eight months
now, so I can finally just set it down
and learn something new.”
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Anonymity requires
responsibility
As journalists, we take our anonymity policy seriously. We only offer it to sources when the circumstances demand discretion. Following other news
organizations around the world, we generally offer
anonymity to the survivors of sexual assault or to people who could lose their job if they speak to the Collegian.
That said, sometimes sources that have individualized information will only speak to our reporters
under the condition of anonymity. Our process requires that at least one of our executive editors know
a source’s identity to determine the credibility of the
information presented.
In making this determination, our executive staff
also weigh the potential harms and benefits anonymity may cause the source and the integrity of the article
itself. This is what happened this week in the course
of reporting our story about the vandalized Planned
Parenthood posters. The person responsible for the
vandalism was connected with our reporter through
a mutual friend on the condition of anonymity. He
agreed to be identified by his gender and class year, but
did not agree to having his name published.
We considered the decision to give him anonymity
quite carefully, because anonymity is a form of protection. We understand that by not revealing this person’s identity, we’re allowing them to engage with an
important debate on their terms, and avoid accountability for their actions. But in this case, it was the only
way to present a perspective to which some students
might not otherwise be exposed, and to address multiple sides of the issue. Through the interview, we saw
that his perspective was more complex than what we
initially thought.
We wondered what we would do if our campus was
highly conservative and a pro-choice student chose to
speak to us. We concluded that we would likely agree
to make that hypothetical source anonymous, as the
producers of This American Life did in an episode of
their show called “Red State Blue State.” The host, Ira
Glass, agreed not to identify a person, or the Southern town he was from, even though the source drove
him around. The source said he was a Democrat in a
deeply Republican town, and he was afraid of the social stigma.
Each of our executive editors is pro-choice, and
we value the services Planned Parenthood provides
to help keep our communities healthy, safe and informed. As a result, we thought it was important to
include this individual’s perspective.
We welcome your feedback on our policy, as the
debate on anonymous sources is one of the most
pressing issues facing journalists today.
The staff editorial was written this week by the
executive editors of the Collegian, editors-in-chief
Bailey Blaker ’18 and Gabrielle Healy ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You can contact them
at blakerb@kenyon.edu, healyg@kenyon.edu and
ellerl@kenyon.edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members of
the community to discuss issues relevant to the
campus and the world at large. The opinions
expressed on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect
the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members
of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to
edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous letters. Letters must be signed by
individuals, not organizations, and must be 200
words or fewer. Letters must also be received
no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest and
appropriateness. Members of the editorial board
reserve the right to reject any submission. The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Letter to the Editor
To the editor:
“Don’t worry, Kenyon’s not like those
other schools.”
Many times since graduating, I’ve used
those words to reassure folks suspicious of
my alma mater. Much of my professional
life has been in places where the farm report is more important than Foucault, or
where the factory and the family don’t leave
much time to protest every microaggression. And so, in response to my encouraging a high schooler to consider Kenyon,
folks point to stories of liberal arts students
shouting down any view they find distasteful and demonizing anyone deemed insufficiently apoplectic by the latest outrage du
jour.
“Don’t worry,” I assure them, “Kenyon’s
not like that. Kenyon’s where I remember a

social-conservative politician giving a lecture, students packing Rosse Hall to challenge him during the Q&A — but still giving him a standing ovation and inviting
him to continue the debate over drinks.
Kenyon’s where I could serve as editor-inchief of the student-run paper and print
edgy opinions with the knowledge that
most feedback would be harsh but respectful. Kenyon’s where I could share my own
views that were often in the political minority and still be judged by the quality of
my argument. Sure, there are the ‘Kamp
Kenyon’ moments of comfort zones and
coddled students. But by and large, Kenyon
dares to believe in the classic liberal tradition of reason, debate and differing viewpoints. So don’t worry, Kenyon’s not like
those other schools.”

Reading about the “scandal” of an accomplished playwright daring to write a
disconcerting play, and proposed “responses” such as an Orwellian “sensitivity checker,” I wonder whether I must abandon this
defense. After all, if Wendy MacLeod — an
accomplished writer and faculty member
(and someone about as far from an alt-right
agitator as I can imagine) — cannot escape
the slings and arrows of outrageous outrage, then why should I encourage a mere
student to apply, knowing that she would
risk the wrath of Kenyon’s young scholars
for uttering the shibboleth of a controversial view or adhering to the heresy of an insensitive belief?
Robbie Ketcham ’04
Perrysburg, Ohio

Unheard voices are vital to free expression
CAMERON MESSINIDES
DIGITAL MANAGER

Atacama, written by Augusto Amador, is
a play about two people who search for loved
ones buried in the Atacama Desert three decades after General Augusto Pinochet’s reign
in Chile. It calls for a minimal cast: one woman and one man, both Latinx.
At Kenyon, we are less likely to see a production of Atacama than of The Good Samaritan, the play written and recently withdrawn
by Professor of Drama and James Michael
Playwright-in-Residence Wendy MacLeod
’81. In some sense, this is inevitable — the
College will always privilege the work of a
professor over that of an outside playwright.
But it is not inevitable that Atacama, or a play
like it, remain unseen and unproduced at Kenyon.
Admittedly, Atacama is a cherry-picked
example. There are several reasons why it has
not graced the Bolton Theater yet. It is new,
and it is not well-known. But it is the kind of
play I would hope to see at Kenyon: a work

that explores a history I do not know well,
translating experiences otherwise inaccessible to me. In that regard, Atacama is not a
lone example, but one of thousands of similar
works.
I do not suggest that we replace The Good
Samaritan, or the work of any member of the
Kenyon community, with another work that
better suits a sense of political correctness.
But if freedom of expression is our defense
of a play that makes its lone Latinx character
a prop and a stereotype, we must commit to
freedom of expression in full.
If a lack of diversity at Kenyon makes the
production of a play with characters of color
difficult, or if the blind spots and apathies of a
mostly white, mostly affluent audience leave
some ideas unheard, is that not also a threat
to our freedom of expression?
We cannot claim free expression for those
within the campus forum without considering those excluded from the forum entirely.
We should measure our freedom not by what
we can and cannot say, but what we will and

will not hear.
I make this argument well aware of its limited applicability at Kenyon. This college cannot erase its inequities overnight. We cannot
admit the whole world into our student body;
we cannot hire every outstanding faculty candidate; and we cannot perform every play,
screen every film or display every gallery exhibit that deserves our attention.
But it is precisely these limitations that require us to reckon with our idea of free expression. Our time here is precious and privileged.
How are we spending that time? Which voices
do we choose to hear, and which to ignore,
and why? The honest answers to these questions, and how we act on those answers, are
the real litmus test of our commitment to free
expression, and the greater referendum on that
commitment will not be the night The Good
Samaritan opens in the Bolton, but the night a
play like Atacama does.
Cameron Messinides ’19 is an American
studies major from Camden, S.C. You can
reach him at messinidesc@kenyon.edu.

Vandal violates Kenyon’s resolve to respect
RACHEL ARENS
CONTRIBUTOR

This week, the four sororities at Kenyon
planned to bring a Planned Parenthood representative to campus to discuss birth control, sexually transmitted infections and
consent. We intended the event to address
potential disparities in the level of sexual
health education among students. On Friday
I hung a large poster in Peirce Dining Hall
by the dish return to advertise the event. The
poster stated there would be “FREE condoms, pamphlets and PP swag!” Saturday
morning, I found the poster in the trash. It
was vandalized with the comment, “And the
8,015,000 babies murdered since the 1970’s”
written in Sharpie.
When I found the poster vandalized, I
felt frustrated. It hurt that someone took
this unproductive route to express their
beliefs rather than engage in a conversation where we could both learn and grow. I
know from personal experience that it is difficult to voice an unpopular opinion, but if
people want their feelings to be known and
respected, they have to be strong and trust
their peers.
Kenyon is full of empathetic listeners

and active learners. Many people complain
that students are too sensitive; my response
is that it is impossible to talk to you if you
are not brave enough to sign your name
next to your belief. It is impossible for productive change to occur if you refuse to respectfully engage with others.
One of my favorite things about Kenyon
has been the opportunity to meet people
who think differently than myself. Open
and respectful discourse is one of the many
things that makes Kenyon an enriching
community and a great liberal arts college.
I am disheartened that someone chose
this anonymous, cowardly and disrespectful approach to communicate their views
rather than having the courage to discuss it
in an open and respectful dialogue.
This willful act to embarrass and silence
others through vandalism has far reaching
consequences. The purpose of this event is
to have a welcoming space where people can
receive general sexual education. Individual
need for the event could be for any number
of reasons; whether someone wanted to review the information or learn the material
from a professional, the event was meant for
everyone. Sex can be a difficult subject to

talk about, so students who wanted to attend
this event were possibly already nervous. This
attack may have kept people from receiving
the information, which is the opposite of
what Kenyon students should stand for. Kenyon students should stand for a welcoming
environment where people have the opportunity to engage with ideas that interest them.
I have enough respect for myself and my
beliefs to attach my name to them and to
discuss them with those who may disagree.
I also have enough respect for others to not
vandalize their property, even if I strongly
disagree with their belief. There have been
many Trump signs and Confederate flags
that I have wanted to rip out of people’s yards
and throw away; I never have and I never will.
Even if I do not agree, I respect their right to
free speech and I hope for the same respect
in return.
In light of this event, I urge the community to engage in open and respectful dialogue.
Have the courage to stand up for your beliefs,
the kindness to do so respectfully and the
heart to listen.
Rachel Arens ’18 is a neuroscience major
from Columbus, Ohio. You can reach her at
arensr@kenyon.edu.
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Co-opting student anger will compound crisis of confidence
EVAN CREE GEE
CONTRIBUTOR

Last December, President Sean Decatur
wrote a blog post titled “A Crisis of Confidence
in Higher Education” where he commented on
a startling Pew Research Center poll that found
that a majority of Republicans now think colleges have a negative effect on America.
Decatur’s assessment was that we need to
address the “elite” identity often ascribed to
schools like Kenyon. In some sense I agree with
him: The rising cost of a place like Kenyon is a
problem.
But I think President Decatur failed to address an elephant in the room. The problem is
not simply colleges’ “elite” status, but their perceived function, among part of the country, as
factories to produce elitist, left-leaning activists.
I contend that Professor of Religious Studies
Vernon Schubel’s letter in last week’s Collegian
feeds right into this perception.
Whether or not this perception is fair, the
fact that it is widespread is undeniable. Recently
,some elected Republicans expressed interest in
decreasing federal assistance to colleges, which

would likely play out well with a base who despises liberal elitism. I tend to think that even
college-educated Republicans at least partially
share in these concerns, wondering why they
should support federal funding for what appear
to be leftist incubators. Furthermore, I think any
Democrat would feel the same way if the positions were reversed.
I have been pondering this crisis of confidence since President Decatur first wrote about
it, but I decided it was time to share my thoughts
after Professor Schubel’s letter. In the piece,
he tried to redirect student anger over the recently canceled play onto a department heavily
implied to be political science (considering his
comment alluding to the recent CSAD conference). This seems to suggest that student-led
pressure to change the reading list of the widely
popular Quest for Justice course would have any
effect on the actual experiences of Dreamers on
our campus or around the nation.
There are some completely false depictions
in Professor Schubel’s letter. My fellow political
science students who are both pro-Palestinian
and far-left exemplify his mischaracterization.

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

1. _ _ _ to please
4. National Merit selector
8. “Sometimes a cigar is just
a cigar” speaker
13. Times New Roman, 12-pt
font format
14. Principle
15. Peanut butter cup namesake
16. Classic Pontiacs
19. Trendsetter in mathematical notation
20. Treadmill brand at the
KAC
22. Truth or _ _ _ _?
23. Prescribed pet
24. Played in KAC basement
32. 0.25 credit class, for biology majors
35. “Huh?”
36. Legend has it that philosophy majors score highly
on this
37. Popularly fried vegetable
39. Journalists Couric or
Rogers
41. Roof overhang
42. Ukrainian capital
43. Competitive speeding
44. Abode
45. Alternate location for
Convocation and Commencement
49. Animated memory

What’s more, something which I have always
thought set Kenyon apart is that students can
experience different approaches to liberal education and choose the approach that they prefer.
Evidently Professor Schubel doesn’t agree. But
I think the most damaging effect of his letter is
how it feeds the concerns of conservatives who
are losing confidence in institutions like ours:
Here is a liberal professor attempting to turn
student anger against a department that teaches
a classical curriculum.
There is an emerging tension when it comes
to changing how we are percieved. Obviously,
cutting funding is not the answer; federal support for colleges is a key part of ensuring education’s accessibility, and educated citizens are
crucial for a well-functioning liberal democracy.
But allowing the government to set some sort
of ideologically neutral standards for colleges
would be illiberal and thus equally as damaging.
It seems, then, that our only achievable solution lies in how outsiders view our institutional
mission. A fundamental goal of a place like Kenyon must be to create citizens who know how
to disagree thoughtfully, students who can of-

fer criticisms of things like immigration policy
without dehumanizing people, unlike fellow
citizens in the comment section of Breitbart.
Such an education to moderation is far more
likely to lead those who may be otherwise conservative on immigration to still fight — and
vote — for the permanent protection of our undocumented peers.
Professor Schubel’s letter will only exacerbate the crisis of confidence and repel prospective students who might be conservative. In order to counteract the effects of Trumpism, we
need conservative leaders to engage in a moderating, liberal education now more than ever.
If we as an institution want to take this crisis
of confidence seriously, it seems to me the first
place to begin is by tolerating departments who
approach liberal education differently. It is our
responsibility to remind the world that liberal
education aims not to create leftists nor conservatives, but rather tolerant, moderate, thoughtful humans of all political leanings.
Evan Cree Gee ’18 is a political science major
from Norfolk, Mass. You can reach him at geee@
kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
CONTRIBUTOR

50. Important to theories of
8-Across
54. Club which meets at the
KAC
60. Leather
62. Preoccupation
63. Computer lab for math
majors
64. Anger
65. Chicago airport code
66. Highbrow anthropology
term, the distinctive expression of a social group
67. Octagonal command
68. Nintendo console

21. Maiden name
25. Editorial comment
26. Used in astrology, for
example
27. Arab island nation
28. Upstate New York city
29. “Now!”
30. Emerged magma
31. Worked as tutor in the
MSSC
32. Norse mischief-maker
33. Similar
34. Grown
38. Associated with 6.022 x
10^23
40. Precursor to EU
DOWN
46. Former Houston football
1. Radio options, for short
team
2. Opens with “Rage: Sing,
47. Annual fundraiser at
Goddess, Achilles’ rage”
45-Across, for short
3. Atlanta public transporta- 48. Sneakers brand
tion
51. Neither solid nor liquid
4. Very special 43-Across
52. Red or white vegetable
5. _ _ _ _ and Turf, as featured 53. Number found on page
at Valentine’s Peirce
11 and 12
6. Discount grocery chain
54. Crafting orbs
7. Like 4-Across or
55. Steals
36-Across
56. Brief biography, in a
8. Most liberated
newspaper
9. Like mugs, not like paper
57. Scandinavian city
cups
58. Quote by Muppet Beaker
10. Slippery fish
59. Do they justify the
11. Take advantage of
means?
12. German article
60. 157.5 degrees
17. Mistake
61. Remedied by cranberry
18. 43022, informally
juice

Congratulations to Ella Leitman Dixon ’20 and Jack Mullen ’19 for co-solving last
week’s puzzle! Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your
finished crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout!
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Ladies remain within striking distance for 2nd place in NCAC
DYLAN GOODWIN
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
DEPAUW
WOOSTER
KENYON

61
49
60
77

Ladies basketball fell to against the DePauw University Tigers on their senior day
on Saturday. The Tigers are ranked No. 6 in
the nation according to a Women’s Basketball
Coaches Association (WBCA) poll. Seniors
Griffin Tullis, Campbell Fee and Ifeoma Archimalo all started on their final home game
in Kenyon uniform and were honored for their
commitment at halftime.
The Ladies were unable to capture a needed
conference win, falling to the Tigers by a score
of 61-49. This was the second loss of the week
for the Ladies after losing to Oberlin three days
earlier. Sharon Hull ’19 led the offense against
the Tigers by scoring a team-high 16 points,
and 12 of her 16 points came from behind the
arc. The Ladies looked strong throughout the
first half, taking a 27-18 lead into halftime.
Coming out of the half, the Ladies started
off strong, extending their lead to as much as
13 points, but the tide began to turn with 5:41
left in the third quarter. Kenyon’s lead was cut
to three points by the end of the quarter, with
DePauw tying Kenyon with a minute left in
the quarter. In the fourth quarter, DePauw
began to pull away as they outscored Kenyon
21-6.
The Ladies played well for the majority of
the game, but ball security was a problem for
the team. The team’s sloppy passes and handling were a surprise, considering the Ladies
rank second in the NCAC in fewest turnovers
per game at 14.2. But on Saturday, the Ladies
turned the ball over 18 times, and the Tigers
converted those turnovers into a total of 23
points.
The Ladies also struggled to score in the
second half as both field goal and three-point

percentage fell in the second half.
The Ladies lit up the floor in the first half
and posted a field goal percentage of 50 percent and an incredible 37.50 percent from behind the arc. However, in the second half those
totals dropped to 32 percent from the field and
16.67 percent from long range. DePauw did
the opposite, posting a below average field goal
percentage of 18.52 percent and 14.29 percent
from three-point range in the first half, but
then increasing those totals to 50 percent in
both field goal percentage and three-point percentage.
On Wednesday the Ladies were able to salvage their week with a win against Wooster.
The Ladies thoroughly dominated the game,
as they were up by a score of 50-32 at halftime
and never gave up the lead en route to a 7760 win. Kenyon led by as many as 29 points
during the game. During the win, the Ladies
improved their shooting from their previous
game, hitting 47.6 percent of their field goal
attempts and 38.9 percent of their three-point
attempts.
The Ladies’ starters showed both their
skill and stamina in the game as four players
gathered double digit points and played more
than 30 minutes. Tullis and Hull led the team,
combining for 40 points, more than half of the
Ladies’ points. Paige Matijasich ’20 recorded
a double-double pairing 10 rebounds with 10
points in 35 minutes of play.
Currently the Ladies sit third in the conference standings behind DePauw and Oberlin,
and while it is impossible for them to catch
DePauw, Kenyon still has a chance to finish
second in the conference. They will need some
help from DePauw, who plays Oberlin on Saturday, since the Ladies sit one game behind
the Yeowomen in the standings with only one
game left.
The Ladies have the regular season finale
on Saturday against Hiram College. This final
game is pivotal, as the Ladies will be looking
to build momentum going into the conference
tournament.

COURTESY OF KENYON COLEGE ATHLETICS

Ellie Schaub ’21 dribbles up the court during the Ladies’ game against Wooster on
Jan. 17. The Ladies improved to 2-0 this season against Wooster with their last win.

Check out the Collegian’s
coverage of the Lord’s
basketball team online.

Lords tennis emerges from busy weekend with two wins
with wins by Jacob Zalenski ’20 and
Austin Diehl ’20 to tie up the score
with their wins in the No. 1 and No.
This past weekend, the Kenyon
3 matches. Zalenski’s impressive permen’s tennis team played on their
formance over the course of the weekhome court, the Jasper Tennis Center,
end earned him North Coast Athletagainst three nationally ranked oppoic Conference (NCAC) Player of the
nents.
Week. The Lords fed
The Lords opened
off this momentum,
their busy weekend
as Bryan Yoshino
I feel like we
by facing the No. 26
’21, Noall and Miare a better
Kalamazoo Hornets
chael Liu ’18 each
team this year.
Saturday morning.
won their pairings
The Hornets were fato put Kenyon at a
vorites to win enter- Michael Liu ’18
6-4 win.
ing the match, as KeWithout a day’s
nyon was unranked
rest, the Lords were
at the time. Kalamazoo hoped to realback in action against No. 29 Univerize these expectations and dominated
sity of Mary Washington Eagles Satdoubles play, earning a 2-1 lead at the
urday night. Once again, Noall and
start of singles competition. Kenyon’s
Rieger held the fort for Kenyon in No.
sole doubles win came from the con1 doubles, with a dramatic comeback
sistent duo of Weston Noall ’18 and
win. The pair scored the only win for
Alex Rieger ’18, who easily dispatched
Kenyon in doubles, putting the Lords
their opponents in No. 1 doubles.
in a 2-1 deficit at the conclusion of
Kalamazoo won the first singles
doubles competition.
match, giving the underdog Lords a
The Lords turned the tide in sin3-1 deficit to make up.
gles play. Consecutive wins from
It was then that Kenyon rallied,
Diehl and Zalenski at No. 1 and No.
JOSH WALMER
STAFF WRITER

“

3 singles put Kenyon ahead with a
3-2 lead. This lead would not last as
the Eagles won three of the remaining four pairings. Despite Liu’s win at
No. 5 singles, the Lords fell to Mary
Washington 4-5 in a hard-fought
match.
Liu was happy with how the Lords
competed that day. “I’m extremely
proud of everybody because on Saturday, we were down there until 2 a.m.,
and everybody was still cheering hard
and fighting hard,” Liu said. “I think
it takes a lot of commitment to do
that as a team and as an individual,
so I’m very proud.”
Later in the day, Kenyon saw an
opportunity for redemption as they
faced No. 22 Sewanee: University of
the South. The Tigers scored the first
victory in doubles, but Noall and
Rieger answered with a win to tie the
score and keep Kenyon undefeated
this weekend at No. 1 doubles. During the course of the match, the Lords
switched their lineup, putting the
pairing of Diehl and Zelenski at No. 3
instead of the usual No. 2. This move
proved successful, as the duo dis-

patched their opponents 8-6, giving
the Lords a lead entering singles competition for the first time this year.
Zalenski capitalized on this momentum, defeating Sewanee’s Jack
Gray to put Kenyon ahead 3-1. Sewanee claimed back-to-back victories at No. 4 and No. 2 singles to tie
the match, before Diehl broke their
streak with a win at No. 3 singles. Liu
then clinched the match with a win at
No. 5 singles. His win left Noall’s No.
6 singles match unfinished but the
Lords victorious.
“I thought the team did well this
weekend. We were expected to win all
three but came short with two wins,”
Liu said. “I’m still very proud of the
boys though — we fought hard. We
were definitely ranked higher this
time last year, but I feel like we are a
better team this year. That will slowly
show as we move up the rankings.”
After the results of this weekend,
the Lords’ record stands at 2-2. They
will be back in action this weekend
as they begin conference play away
against Wabash College and DePauw
University.
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Women’s tennis swings
into season with 9-0 win
MADDIE MORGAN
STAFF WRITER

KENYON
KALAMAZOO

9
0

Kenyon
women’s
tennis,
ranked No. 30 nationally in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III
and No. 8 in the region, had a
shutout win this past Saturday
against Kalamazoo College on
the Lords’ home court. The Ladies crushed their competition
with a 9-0 win to extend their unbeaten streak to two.
Erika Oku ’21 and Diana
Aboubakare ’18 started off strong
with a 8-1 win over Kalamazoo’s
No. 1 doubles team. The No. 2
doubles match captured another 8-3 win with Maggie Sweeney ’19 and Grace Winslow ’18.
Ilana Blackwood ’21 and Ceylan
Can ’21 continued the trend with
an 8-1 win in the No. 3 doubles
match.
“We knew that after beating University of Northwestern
Ohio last weekend, we are capable of anything,” Oku said. . “We
played like there was nothing to
lose, which helped us carve out
matches quickly.”
Singles play continued with
Kenyon dominance as Oku captured the No. 1 match 6-0, 6-0.
Sweeney followed suit with more

commanding play in the No. 2
match 6-0, 6-0.
“The key to winning was not
losing my intensity from start to
finish,” Oku said. “The second set
is usually harder to stay energetic
on the court but I kept on moving
my feet and going for every ball.”
The Intercollegiate Tennis
Association ranked the doubles team of Oku and teammate
Aboubakare as 11th before their
season began.
Winslow came away with another win while losing only one
game in the No. 4 singles match
with a score of 6-0, 6-1.
Annie Reiner ’19 followed suit
with a 6-1, 6-0 win in the No. 6
singles match.
The Ladies’ first years continued to shine as Kayla Pukys ’21
and Blackwood each only lost two
games in their singles matches,
coming away with wins of 6-1,
6-1 and 6-2, 6-0 respectively.
“The fact that we swept the
Kalamazoo team shows that we
can do the same with the other
upcoming teams as long as we
keep our focus and high intensity,” Oku said.
Kenyon will face off against
DePauw University next Sunday
in Greencastle, Ind. The past two
seasons have featured nailbiting
matches between the two teams,
with Kenyon pulling out narrow
victories over the Tigers in each.

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS
HISTORY

This week
in 1987 the
Kenyon
ski team,
founded
just three
years prior, completed
an undefeated Division III
season.

OLYMPICS UPDATE
Gold Medal Breakdown
GERMANY

7

NETHERLANDS

5

UNITED STATES

4

Chloe Kim, 17, became the youngest woman ever to win an olympic snowboarding
medal when she won gold for the United
States in the women’s half pipe competition.
Red Gerard, 17, won gold in the men’s
snowboard slopestyle after waking up late
and losing his jacket that morning.
Courtesy of Icon Island

Swim and dive look beyond NCAC tournament to NCAAs
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

On Wednesday, the Lords
and Ladies swim and dive teams
opened up the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC)
Championships with their eye
on winning the conference en
route to Nationals.
This year, the top-ranked
Ladies will attempt to win their
second NCAC title in the last
three years, while the secondranked men’s team will attempt
to end Denison’s run of nine
straight championships.
Denison’s dominance over
the last nine years isn’t just due
to talent. On the men’s side, the
Lords have beat Denison at National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) championships six of the last nine years
despite the Big Red winning
every NCAC championship in
that span.
Meanwhile the Ladies have
finished ahead of Denison in
five of the last nine NCAA
championships, while Denison
has only lost one NCAC championship in that timespan.
A possible reason for this
discrepancy is the difference in the amount of rest the
Lords and Ladies get before the

NCAC championship versus
the amount they get before the
NCAA championship.
“We did a really short rest
[for NCACs], so we trained until pretty much Saturday and we
started resting [Monday],” Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 said.
“We’ll probably start training
more next week, and have more
rest before nationals.”
The Lords and Ladies still
have a good chance of winning
the conference championships
this weekend, however. “We got
in a lot of hard work early in the
season, especially in our training trip, and in the past week
or two we’ve really been working on the details to try and get
ready for this weekend,” Tim
Hagemeister ’21 said.
Some swimmers to watch
this weekend will be Kanchi
Desai ’18, Hannah OrbachMandel ’19, Crile Hart ’21 and
Matt Leenhouts ’18 who are all
top-seeded in multiple events
this weekend.
The Lords and Ladies will
continue competition over the
next three days before concluding the meet on Saturday.
“We did a cheer before practice [Tuesday] that really got us
excited for [NCAC Championships],” Hart said.

COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 prepares to dive into the water at Kenyon’s last meet of the season.
The Ladies now prepare for their most important meets, the NCAC and NCAA Championships.

